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Types of Railway Sleepers, Their Functions, Benefits and ...
Concrete Railway Sleepers. They have design life of up to 40 years. They can easily be moulded into the required/design shape to withstand stresses induced by fast and heavy traffic. The added weight helps the rail to
resist the forces produced due to thermal expansion and which can buckle the track.
Types and Classification of Railway Sleepers - Advantages ...
For sleeper pitch (i.e., interval between the sleepers) up to 650mm, and for a rail with a mass greater than 46 kg/m, a factor of γd = 0.5 is applied: i.e., 50% of the wheel load acts directly on the sleeper located
immediately beneath the wheel, with 25% acting on each of the two adjacent sleepers.
Rocla : Sleepers : Railway Sleepers
This model is applied to a typical concrete sleeper, the response of which has been measured, [3.31].The geometry of the sleeper is shown in Figure 3.52.The parameters used for this sleeper are listed in Table 3.5.The
cross-sectional area is chosen as the average of the values at the rail seat and at the centre of the sleeper.
Sleepers » Railway Recycling
Rails in the US may be fastened to the tie by a railroad spike; iron/steel baseplates screwed to the tie and secured to the rail by a proprietary fastening system such as a Vossloh or Pandrol are commonly used in
Europe.. Types of Sleepers . 1. Wooden Sleepers. These are commonly 254mm wide by 127mm thick in cross section by 2600 mm long.
Sleepers in Railway | Concrete Civil Engineering
Concrete Sleepers. Concrete sleepers are manufactured by concrete with internal reinforcement. Concrete sleepers used in many countries due to its high stability and small maintenance. These are more suitable for
high speed rails. Most of the concrete sleepers are made from pre-stressed concrete in which internal tension is induced into the ...
Concrete Sleeper - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics
Enjoy the videos and music you love, upload original content, and share it all with friends, family, and the world on YouTube.
Three Types of Rail Sleepers And Their Own Features
The mono-block prestressed concrete sleeper (Fig. 7.11), which is similar to the German B-58 type of sleeper, has an overall length of 2750 mm and a weight of 270 kg approximately. The sleeper has a trapezoidal
cross section with a width of 154 mm at the top and 250 mm at the bottom and a height of 210 mm at the rail seat.
Concrete Sleepers, Concrete Ties | Concrete Sleepers For Sale
Concrete sleepers for ballasted track Concrete sleepers for ballastless track systems Urban transit Concrete sleepers for ballasted track Concrete sleepers for ballastless track systems Heavy-haul Concrete sleepers for
ballasted track RAIL.ONE – your one-stop provider CONTENTS 4-7 8 9-17 18-22 23-27 28-30 31-33 34-35 2 3. 3. Concrete sleepers ...
Concrete sleeper - Wikipedia
RAILWAY SLEEPER APPLICATION. Mainline, turnout and cross over tracks; Level crossing sleepers; Ballast top bridge decks; ADVANTAGES. It is more durable having greater life (up to 50years) It is economical as
compare to wood and steel. Easy to manufacture. It is not susceptible to vermin attack. It is not susceptible to fire. Good for track ...
Railway Sleepers - Halton Concrete
These concrete railway sleepers are a good quality but do have defects. These concrete sleepers are used for retaining walls (see picture for recently completed customer project) and kerbing offering an alternative to
timber railway sleepers. Other popular uses for concrete sleepers are temporary or permanent road surfaces.
Types and Advantages of Concrete Sleeper | AGICO RAIL
Pre stressed Concrete Sleepers. Pre stressed concrete sleepers are now-a-days extensively used in Indian Railway. These sleepers have high initial cost but are very cheap in long run due to their long life. In these
sleepers, high tension steel wires are used. These wires are stretched by hydraulic jack to give necessary tension in the wires.
Specialised Sleepers | Aveng Infraset
Rocla's advances in concrete sleeper technology, along with guaranteed high quality products is what makes Rocla the leading supplier of pre-stressed concrete sleepers in Australia. Rocla has developed the Multilok™
system which is currently the only rail fixing method on concrete sleepers, which permits lateral and rotational adjustment on site without drilling.
Reclaimed concrete sleepers - recycled concrete sleepers ...
Rail Transition Sleeper. Aveng Infraset's Rail Transition Sleepers are post-tensioned into a single unit. View Product. Stacker Reclaimer. Aveng Infraset's 1065mm Gauge Concrete Sleeper products are produced to worldclass quality standard in compliance with SANS using the ISO 9001:2008 quality management system.
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Concrete Rail Sleeper
Concrete Sleeper. Concrete sleeper is a kind of railway sleeper made of steel reinforced concrete. With the characteristic of water resistant, sun resistant and corrosion resistant, concrete sleeper has been widely used
all over the world since 1950.
Sleepers in Railway… | Concrete Civil Engineering
Concrete sleepers are the most common type used in Britain’s railways. One of the biggest markets for recycled concrete rail sleepers is within farming and agriculture. Although heavier than wooden sleepers, concrete
sleepers have many advantages.
Rail Sleepers manufacturing process - YouTube
Concrete sleeper. The concrete sleeper or concrete tie is typical railway sleeper, it is made from concrete. The cement, sand, stone, water and admixture are mixed into a mixture at a certain ratio, and put mixture into
a combined model with steel wire or steel bars and sleeper fittings.
Types of concrete sleepers - BrainKart
Halton Concrete Ltd, Ditton Road, Widnes, Cheshire WA8 0QW. Tel: 0151-420-4960 Or: 01925 816 753 E-mail: info@haltonconcrete.com

Concrete Sleepers Rail
History. In 1877, Joseph Monier, a French gardener, suggested that concrete reinforced with steel could be used for making sleepers for railway track.Monier designed a sleeper and obtained a patent for it, but it was
not successful. Concrete sleepers were first used on the Alford and Sutton Tramway in 1884. Their first use on a main line railway was by the Reading Company in America in 1896 ...
Design of Prestressed Concrete Sleepers - Global Railway ...
In the past 100 years, wood rail sleepers are the most widely rail sleepers in railroad, especially in heavy rail and bridge rail. With the development and technical requirements of railroad construction, rail sleepers are
now made of varieties materials, such as steel, concrete and rubber.
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